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Nearly  Degenerate  Four-Wave Mixing Enhanced by 
the ac Stark  Effect 

DONALD J .  HARTER AND ROBERT W. BOYD 

Abstract-A model  is  developed to describe  nondegenerate four-wave 
mixing  in a  medium  characterized by a single strong  atomic resonance. 
The nonlinear  response is calculated using the density-matrix  formal- 
ism, and propagation  effects  are  included  by solving coupled-wave  equa- 
tions.  This  model  predicts large resonant  responses  for signals detuned 
from the  pump frequency  by  approximately the generalized  Rabi  fre- 
quency.  Potential  applications of the effects  predicted by this  model 
include  construction of tunable  bandpass  filters  and four-wave para- 
metric  oscillators. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

D EGENERATE four-wave mixing in a nonlinear medium 
has recently become an important technique in  phase 

conjugation and in aberration  correction [l],  [ 2 ] .  Experi- 
mental studies have shown that very  large nonlinear responses 
can  be obtained  by selecting an optical frequency close to  a 
resonant frequency of an atomic system [3], [4]. A  theo- 
retical model for degenerate four-wave mixing in a gas of 
stationary two-level atoms has been presented by Abrams 
and Lind [5], who find a  steady-state  solution to  the density- 
matrix  equations of motion in the rotating-wave approxima- 
tion  for a single applied optical field.  The influence of Dop- 
pler effects present in a real gas  have  also been studied [6]. 

In nondegenerate four-wave mixing, illustrated in Fig. 1,  a 
signal field at  frequency w4 interacts with two nearly counter- 
propagating pump waves at frequency w1 to produce a field of 
frequency w3 = 2wl - w4. For /a1 - w4 I << wl, nonde- 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram for four-wave mixing in  a nonlinear  medium. 

generate four-wave mixing preserves in an approximate sense 
the  aberration-correcting properties of degenerate four-wave 
mixing, and ip addition is useful in producing a narrow band- 
pass filter and in obtaining parametric amplification and para- 
metric oscillation. In  the case where all optical frequencies 
are near one of  the resonant frequencies of  an atomic system, 
the two-level-atom approximation can be applied. 

A  solution based on  third-order,  time-dependent  perturba- 
tion  theory has been presented by Nilsen and Yariv [7] for 
this case. However, a purely perturbative solution leaves out 
many of the more interesting features of nondegenerate mix- 
ing in a collection of two-level atoms. Recently Fu and 
Sargent [SI have performed a  nonperturbative calculation 
and have applied it  to the case of a  pump laser tuned to the 
atomic resonance. 

The present work generalizes that of Fu and Sargent by 
explicitly treating the case of a  pump laser detuned from the 
atomic resonance. The atomic response to applied fields at 
frequencies w1 and w3 is calculated through  the use of the 
density-matrix equations of motion with phenomenological 
decay terms in the rotating-wave approximation.  A  steady- 
state solution is found which is correct to all orders of the 
amplitude of the strong pump field at w1 and is correct to 
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(a) 
Fig. 2. (a) Two-level atom with energy levels a and b ,  separated by en- 

ergy 'ltiwba, interacts  with an optical  field of frequency w1, detuned 
from  resonance by an amount A = w1 - Wba. (b)  Each  atomic  en- 
ergy level splits by an amount?in' by the ac Stark effect. There is a 
strong  nonlinear  coupling  between the strong  field at w1 and weak 
fields at frequencies w1 t a'. 

first order in the amplitudes of the weak  signal fields at w3 
and w4.  Such  an  approximation should be adequate  for most 
experimental  situations. All effects of atomic motion are 
ignored. 

Although the nonlinear response is calculated by means of 
the density-matrix equations of motion,  many  of  the results 
can be understood qualitatively as resulting from the ac Stark 
effect.  If  the  atom of Fig. 2(a) with ground state a, upper 
level b,  and energy separation is subjected to a strong 
optical field of amplitude El and frequency w l ,  the  popula- 
tion will oscillate between the  two levels at an  angular fre- 
quency given by  the generalized Rabi  frequency 

52' = d ( O b a  - w1)2 4- Q 2  

(where Q = 2(pbaE1 I/% is the  Rabi  frequency  and where the 
dipole moment p b a  and pump-field amplitude El will  be 
defined more precisely in the following section). This oscilla- 

where a and b denote, respectively, the  ground  and upper 
atomic levels separated by energy +fluba ; Tl and T2 are the 
longitudinal and transverse relaxation times, respectively; 
and (Pbb - pas)' is the equilibrium population difference 
between levels b and a in the absence of  the  optical fields. 

The  matrix elements of the  interaction energy are  given 
in  the rotating-wave approximation  by 

Vb, =-pba(Ele   +E3e- iw3 t )=Vab* .  - iw , t  
(2) 

Here the frequency components of the electric field at the 
position r of the  atomic nucleus are given by 

Ei(r, t )  = $Eie t '&*E:eiwit - iw.t  
(34 

where 

E l  = A l  (1) e i / c , ( l ) -u  + A i z ) e i / c , ( * ) . r  

E i = A i e  J , j = 3 , 4  i k . * r  

and where Z is the complex polarization unit vector. For  con- 
venience, the inner product  of @ with  the  matrix element of 
the dipole operator is denoted as pba .  The propagation vec- 
tors of the  two  pump beams are designated here as ki') and 
kI2). 

Steady-state  solutions to these equations of motion  can be 
found using the  Fourier transforms of (1 a) -( 1 c). Equations 
for  the  Fourier  components of the density matrix oscillating 
at frequencies w3,  w3 - wl, and w3 - 2wl,  which are correct 
to all orders of the strong-field amplitude El and  correct to 
first order in the weak-field amplitude E 3 ,  are  given by 

tion  can, in a sense, be  viewed  as causing a splitting of each 
of the energy levels by an  amount ti52', as shown in Fig. 2(b). 
This phenomenon is known as the ac Stark  effect. This 
splitting suggests that large nonlinear responses occur for 
weak signal fields at frequencies w1 k 52'. A more precise 
mathematical description of this effect and its experimental 
implications are  the primary purposes of this  paper. 

11. NONLINEAR RESPONSE OF A TWO-LEVEL ATOM 
IN AN INTENSE OPTICAL FIELD 

In this section,  the response of an  atom to a strong pump 
field at frequency w1 and a weak probe field at frequency 
w3 is calculated by use of the density-matrix formalism. 
The  equations of motion  for  the elements pii of  the density 
matrix have the form [9] 

a b a b  = - * ( a b n  + i / T Z ) P a b  b ( P b b  - Paa) (la) 

m b b a  =%(mba - i /TZ)Pba - vba(Pbb - Paa) (Ib) 

i f i (bbb - baa) =2( 'v ,uPub - Pbava&) 

- ( i W l ) [ P b b  - Paa - (Pbb  - Pad0]  (IC) 

where ( p b b  - is the familiar solution to the Bloch 
equations  for  the  steady-state  saturated  population difference 
given by 

The off-diagonal matrix element at frequency w 1  

was used above as was the general result 

Pga(wi) = Pab(-wi). (7) 

Equations (4a)-(4c) are similar to  [9, eqs. (3-7) through(3-9)] 
except  for  a  term which is missing from  the referenced equa- 
tions.  Furthermore, (4a)-(4c) are identical to  equations 
which Mollow [lo] introduced in his discussion of  the ac 
Stark  effect.  The  intimate  connection between near-reso- 
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nant four-wave mixing and the ac Stark effect will become 
more  apparent in the following development. 

Equations (4a)-(4c) can be solved  algebraically to give 
the response at frequencies w3 and w3 - 2wl as 

in terms of the  function D ( w 3 )  defined by 

D ( w 3 )  E ( 0 3  - w1 t i / T 1 ) ( 0 3  - Wba t i / T i )  

' ( 0 3  - 2wl f W b a  f i/T2) 

- 4-ti-21p,b121E112(~3 - w1 t i /T2) .  (9) 

The real and imaginary parts  of P b a ( W 3 )  and the modulus 
of P a b ( W 3  - 2wl) are shown in Fig. 3(a)-(c),  for T2/T1 = 
2, indicating pure radiative damping. Since is propor- 
tional to the  expectation value of  the dipole moment induced 
by  the applied fields, the imaginary part of P b a ( W 3 )  cor- 
responds to the gain or loss experienced by  a weak beam at 
w3 in the presence of  a strong beam at wl, whereas the real 
part  of P b a ( 0 3 )  contributes to  the refractive index for  a 
field at frequency w3 in the presence of a strong field at 
wl. The response represented by the real and imaginary parts 
of P a b ( W 3  - 2w1) corresponds to the generation of  a signal at 
w 3  - 2w1 due to fields at w1 and w 3 ,  and thus corresponds 
to fouy-wave parametric amplification. The experimental im- 
plicdions  of these results are discussed in the conclusion. 

111. SOLUTION TO THE WAVE EQUATION WITH 
THE NONLINEAR POLARIZATION 

The  treatment  thus far has dealt with  the response of a single 
atom to the applied optical fields. In this section, propaga- 
tion effects are considered by  treating  the nonlinear polariza- 
tion  proportional to Pba as a source term in the Helmholtz 
wave equation and finding approximate solutions under the 
assumption of slowly  varying probe-field amplitudes. 

The assumed geometry is shown in  Fig. 4 where weak, 
nearly counterpropagating signal  waves at frequencies 0 3  

and at w4 = 2wl - w3 interact  with each other and with 
strong nearly counterpropagating pump waves  of equal fre- 
quency wl. It is assumed that  the pump waves are unaffected 
by the probe waves and by  absorption, and thus  the  two  pump 
waves  can  be assumed to have the equal and  constant ampli- 
tudes A l .  The phase mismatch is proportional to  the propaga- 
tion-vector mismatch which is  given by 

Ak = k $ ' )  t ki2)  - k3 - k4 (10) 

1.01 

0 
A 

Fig. 3. (a) The imaginary part o f P b a ( W 3 ) .  As the pump-fieldamplitude, 
and  thus increases,  positive absorption developes at negative  values 
of w 3  - w1; negative absorption develops at positive  values  of w 3  - 
w1 ; and the positive absorption at w 3  = Wba decreases due  to satura- 
tion. (b) The real part of P b a ( W 3 ) .  (c) The modulus of P a b ( w 3  - 
2wl), which  gives the coupling between the fields at w1 and w 3  and 
the field at w 3  - 2wl. T z / T I  = 2 in all cases. 

Fig. 4. The geometry of the four-wave interaction  in  terms of the wave 
vectors. 

and can be varied by changing the angle 28' between the pump 
waves or by changing the angle between ki2)  and k 4 .  

The polarizations at w3 and w4 are given by 

and 

where N is the number density of atoms,  and where pab(-w4) 
and Pba(2WI - w4) are found by replacing the appropriate 
frequencies and field in (8). These polarizations can be used 
as source terms in the one-dimensional Helmholtz equations 
for frequencies w3 and w4 which,  for 8 << 1 ,  are  given by 
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a2E3t k?E3 = -4nNk2pab [Pba(w3) ’ Pbc?(2wl - w4)I the wave equation  (15) becomes 
analyzed and the nonphase-matched components are neglected, 

az2 

where 

ki = wi /c ,  i=  3,4. 

The  integration of these equations is complicated by their 

coupling through their source terms and also by  the rapid 4GI”I’)”? 6 (1 + ~ E ~ ! ~ B I A I I ~ ) ” ’ ] )  spatial variation of the source terms caused by  the  interfer- 
Y3 

ence between the  two waves at frequency wl. To display this (18a) 
variation it is necessary to introduce (sa) and (8b) for pba(w3) and where 

and pba(2w1 - w3) into (12). The resulting expressions are This procedure of dropping the nonphase-matched terms is 

The Helmholtz equation  for  the wave at  w3  then becomes 

where 

El = 2 A 1  cos (kl cos e’z). (1 6 )  

The right-hand side of  (15)  contains several spatial-frequency 
components in addition to those phase-matched terms which 
vary at nearly eik3z and which can thus  act as efficient source 
terms for  the field E 3 .  If the right-hand side of (15) is Fourier 

equivalent to averaging the right-hand side of (15) over a 
region of several wavelengths extent  [SI,  but gives physical 
justification to this  procedure. 

If it is further assumed that, in contrast to  the rapid spatial 
variation displayed by the standing pump waves, the spatial 
variations of the signal amplitudes A3 and A2 are small on  the 
scale of a wavelength so that 

then  the wave equation (1 7) can be approximated  by 

aA3 (4013N(W3) -k 401; IAl I2)A3 - 4K3A:AzefAkZ ik - = 3 az D’(03) 

(1 9) 

where Ak is the  z-component of Ak. 

derived by  equations analogous to (14)-( 19) giving the result 
A first-order differential equation  for A2 can similarly be 

aAt  
-ik4 - 

a Z  

(4a4N(o4) t 401; [Al  l2)A2 t 4 ~ ~ A t A ~ e - ~ ~ ~ ~  - - 
D’(04 

(20) 
These coupled equations can be solved  if specific boundary 
conditions are assumed. For comparison with  the work of 
other  authors,  boundary  conditions are taken of the form 
At(0 )  = AZ(input) f 0 and A3(L) = AB(input) = 0, where L is 
the length of  the medium. For  this case we can obtain  a  non- 
linear reflectance R and nonlinear transmittance T given by 
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A3(0utput) - A3(0)  
I*;(input) I - I m l  

and 

where 

a: = 
4%N(W4) 4d IAl l 2  

-ik4D'(u4) 

0 -4K3 
x 3  = 

ik3D'(w3) 

K t  = 
-4K4 

ik4D'(u4) 

These rather complicated expressions for R and T are dis- 
played for typical cases in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, where 
the curves  are labeled according to their spatially averaged 
Rabi frequency fiz l pbaAl  I/* and their pump-wave detun- 
ing (CJl - % a ) T z .  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Some of the predictions of the previous sections have al- 

ready been verified by experimental studies. The imaginary 
part of pba(w3) shown in Fig. 3(a) corresponds to absorp- 
tion  of a field at frequency u3. The negative absorption cor- 
responding to negative  values of p b a ( u 3 )  has been observed 
[l 11 and has been called the  three-photon  effect. This pro- 
cess corresponds to a transition from the upper level of the 
ground-state ac Stark-split doublet to  the lower level of the 
excited-state ac Stark-split doublet by  the absorption  of  two 
photons of frequency w1 and the emission of a  photon of 
energy o1 t a'. In  other studies, a field at  frequency o3 has 
been observed to grow from noise both  by  the three-photon 
effect [12] and by  the phase-matched parametric interaction 

The calculations presented here also predict some  new ex- 
perimental effects. The nonlinear reflectance has a single 
symmetrical peak for low values of  the  pump field strength 
as is predicted by  a perturbative treatment [7]. Fig. 5 shows 
that as the  pump field strength increases, the reflectance curve 
broadens and develops ,additional peaks in  the wings. These 
new peaks result from the ac Stark effect as illustrated in 
Fig. 2(b).  Due to the interference of the pump beams, the 
local Rabi frequency shows rapid spatial variations. Thus, in 

[131, ~ 1 4 1 .  

-80. -60. ~ 4 0 .  - 2 0  0 20. 40. 60 80. 

(a,- w4)T2 

Fig. 5.  Nonlinear  reflectance R Id3(0utput)/d4*(input)1~ as a  func- 
tion of the weak-field detuning. The peaks  at the origin correspond 
to degenerate four-wave mixing; the peaks at larger values  of (wl - 
w4) Tz are  resonantly  enhanced by the  ac Stark  effect. Curve A :  
(wl - wba) T2 = 19, fiT2 = 25. CurveB: (wl - wba) T2 = 8, ET2 = 
12.5. Curve C: (w1 - wba) Tz = 3, fiT2 = 5. 0roL = 1, Ak = 0, and 
T2/T1 = 2 in all cases. 

-80. -60. -4U -20. 0. 20. 40. 60, 8Q 

(-,-w.JT2 

Fig. 6 .  Nonlinear  transmittance T =  IA$(output)/A$(input)rZ as a 
function of the weak-field detuning. If w1 - w4 = -a, the field w4 
is  amplified; while if w1 - w4 = K, it  is attenuated. CurveA: (wl  - 
wba)T2 = 19, fiT2 = 25. Curve B: (wl  - wba)T2 = 8, ?ST2 = 12.5. 
<5urveC:(wl-wba)T2=3,f iTz=5.  oroL=l ,Ak=O,andTz/T1= 
2 in all cases. 

Figs. 5 and 6, the enhancement due to the ac Stark effect 
extends over the range 0 < (a3 - wl) T2 < 2fiT2. The en- 
hancement is greatest at  the maximum and near the minimum 
values of  the  Rabi frequency since the most likely values of 
a harmonically varying Rabi frequency are its maximum and 
minimum. 

For  a  pump laser tuned to the  atomic resonance, our numeri- 
cal results agree with those of  Fu and Sargent [8]. If  the 
pump laser is tuned off the  atomic resonance frequency, large 
values of aoL can  be  used without pump-wave depletion. [ao 
is the line-center, weak-field, amplitude  absorption coefficient 
of (I4e)l. With sufficiently large  values of a,L, we find that 
the nonlinear reflectance and  transmittance can be larger than 
unity  for certain values of wl , wz,  and E l ,  thus leading to 
gain. Since the peak of the nonlinear reflectance curve 
changes with  pump power, we predict  that  a  tunable narrow- 
bandpass filter can be constructed using nondegenerate four- 
wave mixing resonantly enhanced by  the ac Stark  effect.  In 
addition, it should be possible to utilize the high gain in the 
transmitted signal  wave  as shown in Fig. 6 to construct  a 
tunable, four-wave parametric oscillator. 
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